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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
Which two statements about the health of the displayed tenant
are true?
(Choose two)

A. faults directly related to this tenant caused by access
pohcies must be viewed in the Fabnc &gt; Access polices tab
B. The health score is good, but further investigation is
needed to determine the health of the EPGs
C. The tenant health score has not changed over displayed
period of time.
D. The current health score is good and indicates that all EPGs
of this tenant are deployed.
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
The following SAS program is submitted:
%let lib = %upcase(sasuser);
proc sql;
select nvar
from dictionary.tables
where libname = "&amp;lib";
quit;
Given that several SAS data sets exist in the SASUSER library,
which one of the following is generated as output?
A. a report showing the names of each table in SASUSER
B. a syntax error in the log
C. no result set
D. a report showing the number of columns in each table in
SASUSER
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
It seemed that hardly any vote was cast on the Senate or House
floor without some calculation as to how it might affect the
midterm election.
A. without that there is some calculation as to how
B. without some calculation as to how
C. without some calculation to how
D. without some calculation as how
E. without there is some calculation as to how
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
The construction as to is idiomatic. In d and E, the use of as
alone or to alone is incorrect.
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